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BUSINESS 
MODEL AND 
STRATEGY
Developing solutions for automated wire processing  
in four market segments is Komax’s strength.  
Here Komax is a pioneer, as well as a market and 
technology leader, and is looking to further  
consolidate this leading global position. To this end,  
it pursues four key strategic priorities. Above- 
average profitability and further sustainable growth 
are important objectives here. This goes hand in  
hand with environmentally conscious, socially aware, 
and responsible conduct towards all stakeholder 
groups.

Komax specializes in innovative solutions for all wire processing applications and for the testing of wire 
harnesses. The emphasis is on processes such as measuring, cutting, stripping, crimping, taping 
wires, and block loading. Komax offers its customers fully automated and semi-automated serial 
 production models as well as customer-specific systems (for all degrees of automation and individual-
ization), which optimize processes while at the same time increasing productivity. These are supple-
mented by an extensive range of quality assurance modules, testing devices, and networking solutions 
for the reliable and efficient production of wire harnesses. Solutions that increase the availability of 
installed systems and test their productivity also form part of the range, as does intelligent software. 
All of this provides ideal conditions for Komax’s customers to consolidate and increase their compet-
itive advantage.
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Four key strategic priorities

Komax has more than 40 years’ experience in the development of customer-oriented solutions for wire 
processing. The company is both the technology and market leader in its field, with a market share more 
than twice that of its nearest competitor. In order to further strengthen this global leadership position, 
Komax pursues a growth strategy that involves four key priorities: 

Solutions along the value chain
Thanks to many decades of experience and its proximity to its customers, Komax understands their 
needs and offers them a comprehensive range of innovative and reliable automation solutions. The of-
fering covers the most capital-intensive and critical processes of customer value chains – from mea- 
suring and cutting wires to the taping process and finally the testing of the completed wire harness (see 
pages 32 and 33). Komax relies not only on its proprietary developments, but also on the expertise of 
established partners. As a result, customers receive solutions for the key wire processing applications 
from a single source. This approach is unique in the world. Thanks to a number of acquisitions in recent 
years, Komax has succeeded in closing the existing gaps in its spectrum of products and solutions, with 
the result that it can now offer its customers end-to-end solutions. Komax has the broadest portfolio of 
solutions, which means that it can address a whole range of customer needs in a targeted way. To en-
able its customers to continue to increase productivity in the future, Komax works with a number of 
partners in the fields of logistics and software, among others. Komax strives to network and manage the 
individual processes in the value chain, such as through the Komax MES (Manufacturing Execution 
System), a form of production control software for the wire processing industry 4.0 launched in collab-
oration with iTAC Software.

Innovative production concepts
For a market leader like Komax, innovations are of maximum strategic importance. Komax has therefore 
been investing in innovations to optimize its existing product range, as well as in new developments,  
for many years (see pages 16 and 17). Every year, Komax channels some 8%–9% of revenues into 
 research and development. All activities are systematically geared to customer needs and expectations. 
That is why Komax typically employs interdisciplinary teams – consisting of marketing experts, product 
managers, and development engineers – on innovation projects. For example, skillfully combining dif-
ferent processes and technologies reduces interfaces and lead times. At the same time, processing 
 reliability is increased.

Solutions along the value 
chain

Innovative production  
concepts

Development of 
non- automotive markets

Global customer proximity
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Global customer proximity
Komax has 19 production sites located in Europe, Asia, North 
and South America, and Africa. The company provides sales and 
service support in more than 60 countries through its subsidi- 
aries and independent agents, which gives it a unique global 
presence. It has set itself the goal of being close to its customers 
so that it can provide outstanding service combined with the 
shortest possible response and supply times.

To remain competitive, Komax’s customers need to be flexi-
ble and select the optimal economic locations for their produc-
tion processes – in other words, set up operations wherever their 
end customers are. This is also true for Komax. To ensure that it 
stays close to its customers, including when these customers choose to relocate, Komax likewise has 
to show flexibility. For this reason, Komax seeks to expand its global reach in a targeted way, be it 
through acquisitions – as described in the section entitled “Selective acquisitions” – or through the 
 establishment of new sites (see page 7). Komax’s strong global presence is also reflected in the per-
centage breakdown of its revenues by region. The individual regions – Europe (including Africa), Asia/
Pacific, and North/South America – each generated between 21% and 58% of Komax’s revenues in 
2018.

Development of non-automotive markets
Komax now generates more than 80% of its revenues through customers in the automotive industry. 
Market estimates indicate that some 60% of globally processed wiring is used in automotive manu-
facturing. This high proportion is explained by the fact that the automotive industry is peerless when it 
comes to standardization and automation. The high volume of wires needed for large-batch processing 
and the stringent requirements in place with regard to finish quality are key arguments in favor of auto-
mated solutions.

In addition to the automotive industry, there are countless other markets in which numerous wires 
are processed. Komax focuses predominantly on three additional market segments (see pages 12 and 
13), all of which have synergy potential with the core business: aerospace, data communication and 
telecommunication (data/telecom), and industrial applications (industrial). As these offer attractive long-
term growth opportunities, Komax is seeking to increase its penetration of these markets. If this is to be 
achieved, targeted investment in marketing and sales will continue to be essential. The success of this 
approach over many years is bearing fruit, as is evident from the fact that a first major order was re-
ceived towards the end of 2017 from the aerospace industry, for example. Thanks to the large-scale 
systems that Komax will deliver to the customer by 2020, the automation of wire processing will be 
raised to a level that has never been seen before in the aerospace industry. 

The megatrends evident in the automotive sector are influencing these three market segments in 
different ways. However, the potential for synergies with the existing core business in the automotive 
industry is considerable. The three other market segments are already addressing issues such as safety, 
lightweight construction, multimedia, small-batch production, and integrated production / Industry 4.0, 
and in some cases have been doing so for years. Moreover, Komax uses the experience gained in these 
areas in the development of automation solutions for the automotive industry. Conversely, the aero-
space, data/telecom, and industrial market segments benefit from Komax’s great expertise in the core 
business: in particular, Komax can adapt existing automotive solutions and, where necessary, specifi-
cally develop new products for particular segments.

of revenues

8 –9
R&D expenditure accounts for

% %
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Selective acquisitions

The primary goal of the Komax Group is to grow organically. In addition, potential candidates and op-
portunities for acquisitions are carefully examined as part of a clearly defined acquisition strategy that 
revolves around its four key strategic priorities. Komax pursues this strategy as it intends to strengthen 
its leading market position, also making use of acquisitions and equity stakes.

The acquisitions made in recent years have played a significant role in the implementation of the 
strategic priorities. Examples of such acquisitions include the TSK Group (2012; solutions along the 
value chain), SLE quality engineering (2014; innovative production concepts), Thonauer Group (2016; 
increase in global reach), and Laselec (2017; innovative production concepts and development of 
non-automotive markets). In addition, Komax has increased its global customer proximity further 
through asset deals with Practical Solution (2017; acquisition of development and production personnel 
in Singapore and sales personnel in Shanghai), TX Mechatronics (2018; acquisition of personnel in 
Morocco), and the Application Tooling business area of TE Connectivity (2018; acquisition of sales 
business in the US, Canada, and Mexico).

Komax Group brands

The acquisitions of recent years mean that the Komax Group is present in the market with four further 
brands in addition to the Komax brand itself.

Komax manufactures innovative serial production machines as well as customer-specific systems for 
automated wire processing. These are used for the automation of various processes, such as cutting, 
stripping, labelling, crimping, and twisting, but they can also be used for the fully automatic production 
of entire wire harnesses. Komax’s customers are active primarily in the automotive, aerospace, data-
com/telecom, and industrial market segments.

When it was founded by Max Koch in 1975, Komax was just a three-man operation. But even in 
these very early days, the company was noted for its pioneering spirit. It launched the first cutting and 
stripping machine with a stepping motor drive after just one year, and would go on to develop the 
world’s first microprocessor-controlled fully automatic crimping machine in 1982. Expansion abroad 
likewise started at an early stage – with the foundation of Komax USA in 1981.

Komax’s headquarters and largest production site are located in Dierikon, Switzerland. Outside of 
Europe, Komax has production sites in Asia.

TSK develops and sells test systems and adaptation units for testing wire harnesses and further electrical- 
electronic assemblies and components. TSK products are used predominantly in the automotive sup-
plier industry and wherever the functionality of complex assemblies needs to be tested in order to rec-
ognize errors within the manufacturing process at an early stage. 

TSK has decades of experience in quality assurance in wire assembly. The company was founded in 
1983 by Helmut Kahl as Test Systeme Kahl, or TSK for short, and has its headquarters in Porta West-
falica, Germany. The TSK Group manufactures in Europe, North and South America, Africa, and Asia. It 
has been part of the Komax Group since 2012.
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Thonauer was founded in 1988 by Friedrich Thonauer in Austria, and is headquartered in Vienna. In 
addition to Austria, Thonauer is also represented in Romania, the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slova-
kia. The main focus of its activities is the sale of machines for wire processing, particularly for the auto-
motive, electric systems, and electronics industries.

The Thonauer Group has been part of Komax since 2016. Prior to this acquisition, the two compa-
nies had been working together very successfully as partners for decades. Thonauer has been Komax’s 
representative in seven countries in Central and Eastern Europe right from the start.

 
Kabatec is a global market leader in the field of taping technology systems. This leading technology 
company, which is headquartered in Burghaun, Germany, specializes in taping, bundling, and fixing of 
holding parts to wire harnesses. 

Founded in 2008 by Heinz Billing and Markus Reisinger, its core expertise involves the development 
and production of semi-automatic and fully automatic machines for processing adhesive and non- 
adhesive tapes. It mainly serves customers in the automotive supply industry, offering them both serial 
production machines and customized systems.

Kabatec has been part of Komax since 2016. The two companies had enjoyed a strategic partner-
ship for several years prior to that.

Headquartered in Toulouse, France, Laselec develops laser-based solutions for stripping and marking 
wires as well as intelligent assembly boards for wire harness manufacturing (see page 16). These are 
used mainly in the aerospace industry. The company was founded in 2001 and has a subsidiary in the 
US.

Laselec is one of the leading companies in the world for the development and production of serial 
production machines and customized solutions for laser-based wire processing. The company meets 
all significant international quality standards in the aviation industry and counts renowned aircraft  
manufacturers among its customers. 

Laselec has been part of Komax since 2017. Komax acquired a 20% stake in Laselec back in 2015, 
and the two companies have been working successfully together on various projects since then. Thanks 
to this partnership, Laselec’s solutions have increasingly found their way into the automotive industry.
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Ambitious targets for 2017–2021

The Komax Group is distinguished by its very robust equity base and strong profitability. This solid 
foundation enables Komax to systematically pursue opportunities to develop the company further. As 
an additional benefit, it offers security in challenging times.

For the strategy period 2017–2021, Komax has set itself ambitious targets for growth, profitability, 
and return on capital. These are designed to consolidate its leading position and increase the value of 
the company further via profitable growth. 

Revenues 2021 in  
CHF million

EBIT 2021 in CHF million Payout ratio in % of EATRONCE (return on net capital 
employed) in %

500–
600

80–
 100

50–
60

Avg.
25

Through a business strategy that is geared to long-term success, Komax is seeking to create sustain- 
able value that will benefit investors, too. It has set itself the goal of distributing 50%–60% of Group 
profit after taxes (EAT) to its shareholders every year until 2021.

The targeted revenues figure of CHF 500–600 million by 2021 is to be achieved through both organ-
ic and acquisition-based growth. Here Komax is anticipating that it can deliver, between now and 2021, 
an annual organic growth rate that at least matches the continuous rise in automotive production and 
the increasing number of wires in vehicles (CAGR: 4%–6%).

Komax has positioned itself as a total solution provider. It supports its customers with solutions 
along the entire value chain. Since the profitability of the solutions it supplies can fluctuate, Komax’s 
focus is not on the EBIT margin, but on increasing absolute EBIT (to CHF 80–100 million) by 2021.

2018 2017 

Revenues (in CHF million) 479.7 408.5

EBIT (in CHF million) 67.3 55.1

RONCE (in %) 1 25.2 23.8

Payout ratio (in % of EAT) 52.0 59.2
 
1  The return on net capital employed (RONCE) is calculated on the basis of EBIT and average net capital em-

ployed. Average net capital employed is the sum of all current and non-current operating assets (excluding 
intangible assets and deferred tax assets), adjusted for non-interest-bearing liabilities. Non-interest-bearing 
liabilities are the short-term debt capital amounts available to the operating business on which no interest is 
payable (excluding provisions and accruals/deferrals).
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SOLUTIONS ALONG THE  
VALUE CHAIN

Taping

Final assembly Testing Final product Delivery

Cutting area Raw material SupplyPre-assembly line

Alpha 550

bt 722

TS1500 HV

KTR 160

Omega 750

Order Planning Drawing Production data  Komax automation 
solutions at work

  Komax MES –  
Manufacturing  
Execution System
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The majority of Komax customers are wire harness manufacturers whose business consists of process-
ing the individual wires – predominantly by hand – into wire harnesses and delivering these to vehicle 
manufacturers (OEMs). Komax offers its customers a wide range of solutions and systems for the auto-
mated and efficient processing of wires and for the taping and testing of wire harnesses. These are used 
in the cutting room, at the pre-assembly stage, and when taping and testing. In addition, Komax sup-
ports its customers along the entire value chain – from planning through to delivery – with the Komax 
MES. This software automates the planning, controlling, monitoring, and analysis of all resources and 
production processes. This has the effect of optimally deploying machines, materials, and employees, 
so that wire harnesses can be completed to deadline, as well as to the requisite quality.

Cutting, stripping, crimping, block loading 
With the Omega 750, the cutting, stripping, crimping, and  
loading of terminals is undertaken with just one machine.  
The end product is a wire harness fitted with contact housings 
on both sides, produced in a fully automated way.

Cutting, stripping, crimping 
Fully automatic crimping (crimp to crimp) and twisting machines 
can be found in the cutting room. For the double-sided crimping  
and fitting of seals, Komax customers use the fully automated 
Alpha 550 crimping machine, which can twist and tinplate the 
braids, among other things.

Semi-automatic crimping 
In order to be able to process individual lines at the pre-assembly 
stage, customers use a machine like the bt 722 benchtop crimp-
ing press. The programmable crimp height, integrated crimp 
force analysis, and bad-crimp cutter ensure a final product of  
top quality.

Taping
In order to reduce sources of noise and prevent electromagnetic 
disruptions, wire harnesses are taped, as with the KTR 160  
from Kabatec. The act of bundling wires or attaching clips to 
wire harnesses is likewise covered by this section of the value 
chain.

Testing
Before Komax customers deliver the completed wire harnesses 
to the OEM, they subject every single wire harness to a connec-
tion test (electrical test). For this they resort to the test systems 
of TSK, such as the TS1500 HV for high-voltage cables.




